Correction Proposal (to be amended)
BAC D
1.-Urbanization is the process by which large number of people (the population growth)
become concentrated in an area, forming cities.
-Urbanization is the rapid expansion of cities.
NB .Accept any relevant definition taking into account the growth of the population
and/or the rapid expansion of cities.
2.The main causes of urbanization are large-scale migration of rural people to cities
(rural exodus) and the high birth rate.
3.Urbanization creates slums by leading to massive housing problems and people who
migrate to cities are unable to find an affordable place to stay.
4.The issues that arise as a result of urbanization are :
Urbanization increases the demand as well as consumption of water, leads to health
hazards, contaminates water, air and land(pollution) pollution, problems of graves.
increases filth , causes diseases such as malaria and dengue(health hazards).
NB: One point for each relevant issue. Repeated issues deserve one point.
Ex: The contamination of water, air and land ,toxic wastes and pollution are the same
ideas.
GENERAL REMARKS
A.If the candidate copies a whole paragraph, he or she deserves zero.
B.If the candidate blindly copies a part of the text with irrelevant chunks, give him/her
zero.
C.If the candidate copies exactly a part of the text that contains the relevant chunks and
without reformulation the question,he/she deserves half of the mark.
D.If the candidate responds autonomously by reformulating the question and gives the
correct answer,he/she deserves the full mark.
E.For each answer,remove 25 per cent (one-quarter of the full mark) for the mistakes.
5.The best ways to deal with urban growth:
-Fight against rural depopulation by improving the quality of life in the countryside
-Fight against early marriage
-Promote contraceptive methods

-Promote family planning
-Sensitization
-Develop rural areas by sending light and clean water and by mechanizing agriculture,
creation of dams…etc.
-Reduce the cost of the plots in the cities.
NB: Accept any relevant idea.
-Content (relevant ideas) = 4 points
One idea listed corresponds to 1 point. Two ideas deserve 2.5 points and three , 4
points.
-Language (grammar rules are respected, the candidate has a rich vocabulary …) =2
points
-Off topic: the examiner will mark the candidate on the basis of the language ( 2 points)

